Fuse Business
with IT and
Create More
Value
Modern enterprises are shifting to
become software businesses.

As planning and delivery cycles speed up, it’s exposing a critical disconnect
between Business and IT. As organizations adopt a more synchronized way
of working, their tools need to evolve to ensure the entire business is
connected and aligned to the same outcomes. It isn’t just about delivering
faster; it’s about delivering more value.

The cost of misalignment

80%

Up to 80 percent of products
lose money1

The implication isn’t just that
companies aren’t working efficiently,
it’s that they are not building the
things that matter most.

Clarity and Rally Software®
unite to create ValueOps the
leading Digital Business and
Agile Management solution.
They enable you to manage your investments and your work on a single,
unified platform, putting your whole organization on the same page
when it comes to data, insights and prioritization of work. When teams can
see how their work aligns to broader goals and leaders can see how work
maps to the strategic initiatives, then the whole organization can shift
its focus from getting work done to doing the right work.

Clarity

Rally Software®

Strategic Investment Planning

Agile Work Orchestration

TRANSPARENCY

How are our
investments
performing and
delivering?
Clarity:

How do I tell people
about my work?
Rally Software®:

Project tracking is easy and
intuitive; data is digital and
simple to share out.

Easily access project and
product status to roll up
data across different teams
and initiatives

ALIGNMENT

How can we
respond to change?
Clarity:
Quickly create plans and
allocate capacity to respond to
new opportunitiesand threats.

Do we know all the
dependencies?
Rally Software®:
Clear visibility to overall
strategy and dependencies
across teams.

EFFICIENCY

Where should we
place our bets?
Clarity:

Leaders can make trade-offs on
product investment strategy with
complete and accurate data.

Are we focused on
the right work?
Rally Software®:

Teams are able to align
around the highest value of
work.

VALUE

Did we meet
our goals?
Clarity:

Get real time visibility into
investment status to ensure the
business is on track to deliver
highest value initiatives.

Did we add more
value?
Rally Software®:

Complete view of plans and
progress across the IT
organization to communicate
status back to the business.

INNOVATION

How do we stay
ahead of disruption?
Clarity:

Identify and act on
opportunities quickly and view
in-flight and planned
work together.

What’s next?
Rally Software®:

Quickly surface new ideas,
insights and risks to
leadership to speed time
to market.

See what’s possible
when you put your
whole organization
on the same page
ValueOps works to create transparency and seamless collaboration at every
level of your organization, connecting strategy, planning, execution and
measurement on one unified platform. When everyone can align around a
shared understanding of the work, insights flow in both directions, helping
you make the decisions that drive business outcomes and deliver more
value to your customers.

Connect your organization;
deliver more value.
Download the eBook to learn more.
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